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Ultraperipheral heavy ion collisions constitute an ideal setup to look for exotic hadrons because of their
low event multiplicity and the possibility of an efficient background rejection. We propose to look for four-
quark states produced by photon-photon fusion in these collisions at the center-of-mass energy per nucleon
pair

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 5.5 TeV. In particular, we focus on those states that would represent a definite smoking gun
for the compact tetraquark model. We show that the Xð6900Þ, a likely ccc̄c̄ compact state, is a perfect
candidate for this search, and estimate a production cross section ranging from around 250 nb to 1150 nb,
depending on its quantum numbers. Furthermore, we discuss the importance of ultraperipheral collisions to
the search for the scalar and tensor partners of the Xð3872Þ predicted by the diquarkonium model, and not
yet observed. The completion of such a flavor-spin multiplet would speak strongly in favor of the compact
tetraquark model.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.104.114029

I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of hadrons with more than three valence
constituents is now well assessed [1–4], but the under-
standing of their nature remains a long standing problem of
low-energy QCD. Are these states extended hadronic
molecules arising from color neutral interactions? Or are
they rather compact tetraquarks generated by short distance
forces analogs to mesons and baryons?
The solution to this issue requires the identification of

some smoking guns, able to clearly discriminate between
the two models. One such possibility is the recent obser-
vation by LHCb of a narrow resonance in the di-J=ψ mass
spectrum [5], dubbed Xð6900Þ and compatible with a ccc̄c̄
structure. The possibility of such a state was already
anticipated by several studies, and later further investigated
(see, e.g., [6–25]). Crucially, no single light hadron can
mediate the interaction between charmonia to generate a

loosely bound molecule [25,26]. The Xð6900Þ seems likely
to be a compact tetraquark.
Another compelling indication of the tetraquark nature

of the exotic states would be the observation a complete
flavor-spin multiplet, as predicted [27]. In the hidden charm
sector, the JPC ¼ 1þ− resonances—the so-called Zcð3900Þ
and Z0

cð4020Þ—have been observed in three charge states,
while the 1þþ one—the famous Xð3872Þ—has only been
observed in a single neutral component. Besides the
charged partners of the Xð3872Þ, to complete the cc̄qq̄
multiplet, one would have to observe the predicted scalar
and tensor states [27].
In this work we propose to look for the above-mentioned

smoking guns in ultraperipheral heavy ion collisions
(UPCs) at the LHC. In these events the impact parameter
is much larger than the ions’ radii, which then scatter off
each other elastically [28–30]. This causes a lack of
additional calorimetric signals and a large rapidity gap
between the particles produced and the outgoing beams,
which can be used for an efficient background rejection.
For this reason they are an optimal environment for exotic
searches, ranging from hadronic states to extra dimensions
(see e.g., [31–40]). These collisions are particularly ame-
nable to search for states, like the ones of interest to us,
that can be produced by photon-photon fusion. Indeed,
the large charge of lead ions (Z ¼ 82) induces a huge Z4
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enhancement in the coherent photon-photon luminosity,
consequently boosting the production cross section for
these states.
The results we find are very encouraging. At the center-

of-mass energy per nucleon pair
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 5.5 TeV, both the
Xð6900Þ and the scalar and tensor cc̄qq̄ states are expected
to be copiously produced in UPCs. In particular, due to
its likely large width into vector charmonia, the Xð6900Þ
should be produced with cross sections of the order of
fractions of microbarn, or even more. The scalar and tensor
states of the Xð3872Þ multiplet should instead be produced
with cross sections larger than the measured one of the
Xð3872Þ in prompt pp collisions [41,42]. The observation
of these states in UPCs would be another indication of the
existence of compact tetraquarks in the spectrum of short
distance QCD, alongside a recently emerging pattern which
includes the observation of the hidden charm and strange
states [43–45] and the study of the lineshape of the
Xð3872Þ [46,47].

II. PHOTON-PHOTON INTERACTION

When two ions pass each other at distances larger than
their radii they interact solely via their electromagnetic
fields. For relativistic ions with Z ≫ 1, the electric and
magnetic fields are perpendicular, and the configuration
may be represented as a flux of almost-real photons
following the Wizsäcker-Williams method [48,49]. In
particular, the number of photons per unit area and energy
emitted by an ion with boost factor γ ≫ 1 is given by [50]

dNγðk; bÞ
dkd2b

¼ Z2α

π2
k
γ2

K2
1

�
kjbj
γ

�
; ð1Þ

where k is the photon energy, b is the transverse distance
from the moving ion, α is the electromagnetic fine-structure
constant, and K1 the modified Bessel functions. Since the
photons are quasireal, in Eq. (1) only the flux of trans-
versely polarized photons has been considered.
In a UPC the two-photon luminosity is given by

d2Nγγðk1; k2Þ
dk1dk2

¼
Z

d2b1d2b2PNOHADðjb1 − b2jÞ

×
dNγðk1; b1Þ
dk1d2b1

dNγðk2; b2Þ
dk2d2b2

; ð2Þ

which evidently features a Z4 enhancement [see Eq. (1)].
The requirement that the two nuclei do not interact
hadronically is imposed by PNOHADðbÞ, which is the
probability of having no hadronic interactions at impact
parameter b. In what follows we use the STARlight code [50]
where

PNOHADðbÞ ¼ e−σNNTAAðbÞ; ð3Þ

with σNN the nucleon-nucleon interaction cross section, and
TAAðbÞ ¼

R
d2b1TAðb1ÞTAðjb1 − bjÞ the nuclear overlap

function determined from the Woods-Saxon nuclear den-
sity distributions of the two nuclei, TAðbÞ.
We are interested in processes where the two photons

produce a state, X, with invariant mass W ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4k1k2

p
and

rapidity Y ¼ 1
2
lnðk1=k2Þ. The cross section for such a

process factorizes in two terms; the two-photon luminosity
associated to the incoming nuclei, and the cross section,
σγγðWÞ, for the creation of X from two photons i.e.,

σðPbPb → PbPbXÞ ¼
Z

dYdW
d2Nγγ

dWdY
σγγðWÞ: ð4Þ

The cross section to produce a single meson in a photon-
photon interaction is given by [50]

σγγðWÞ ¼ 8πð2J þ 1Þ ΓγγΓ
ðW2 −m2Þ2 þm2Γ2

≃ 8π2ð2J þ 1Þ Γγγ

2m2
δðW −mÞ; ð5Þ

wherem is the meson mass, Γγγ is its width in two photons,
Γ is the total width, and J is its spin. The last step realizes
the narrow width approximation. From here we see that
lighter and higher spin particles are produced more
copiously.

A. Partial widths into γγ

It is clear that the central quantity in this formalism is the
partial width of the state X in two photons. In what follows
we will compute it using the vector meson dominance
model [51]. In this picture, the radiative decay of a hadron
happens first via its decay into vector mesons, which then
mix with photons (see Fig. 1). In particular, the vector-
photon mixing is given by

with κV ¼ ð 1ffiffi
2

p ; 1

3
ffiffi
2

p ; 2
3
Þ if V ¼ ðρ;ω; J=ψÞ.1 The decay

constants fV can instead be extracted from the electronic
width of the corresponding vector, ΓðV → eþe−Þ ¼
4πα2κ2Vf

2
V=ð3m3

VÞ. In Table I we report the electronic
widths and the corresponding mixing constants.
The most general matrix elements for the decay of the

scalar and tensor exotic mesons in two vectors can be
written as

1The vector-photon mixing is obtained from the standard
electromagnetic Lagrangian, L ¼ Aμ

P
a Qaeq̄aγμqa, together

with the meson states jρi ¼ juūi−jdd̄iffiffi
2

p , jωi ¼ juūiþjdd̄iffiffi
2

p , and jJ=ψi ¼
jcc̄i. The decay constants are defined through the matrix element
h0jPa Qaeq̄aγμqajVi ¼ κVfVϵμ.
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hXð0þþÞjV1V2i ¼ α0ϵ1 · ϵ2 þ β0ðϵ1 · k2Þðϵ2 · k1Þ; ð6aÞ

hXð2þþÞjV1V2i ¼ πμν½α2ϵμ1ϵν2 þ β2ðϵ1 · k2Þϵμ2kν1
þ β02ðϵ2 · k1Þϵμ1kν2 þ γ2ðϵ1 · ϵ2Þkμ1kν2
þ δ2ðϵ1 · k2Þðϵ2 · k1Þkμ1kν2�; ð6bÞ

where ϵi and ki are the polarization and momentum of the
vector Vi, and πμν is the polarization of the tensor.2 In
absence of further information it is impossible to determine
all the above couplings from the data. We will therefore
adopt a minimal model, somewhat inspired from an EFT
approach, and neglect all terms proportional to the particle
momenta (see e.g., [56]).3

B. Production of the Xð6900Þ
As already mentioned, the Xð6900Þ is, in all likelihood, a

compact ccc̄c̄ state. Its mass and width are mX ¼ 6886�
2 MeV and ΓX ¼ 168� 102 MeV [5], while its quantum
numbers are yet to be determined. Were it to have JPC ¼
0þþ or 2þþ, it could be produced from photon-photon
fusion in UPCs, as also discussed in [40].
To provide an order of magnitude estimate of its partial

width in two photons we make the assumption that its
coupling to vector mesons is dominated by the di-J=ψ one
[19]. Indeed, with four heavy quarks involved, the coupling
to light vector mesons involves annihilation processes, and
are thus Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka suppressed by powers of
αsð4mcÞ. The contribution to the vector meson dominance
from excited charmonia is also suppressed by their greater
spatial extent [57].4

Starting from the matrix elements in Eqs. (6), and using
the vector meson dominance as in Fig. 1, we can obtain the

partial width in two photons. Note that, since the amplitude
is not gauge invariant, one must restrict oneself to the
transverse photon polarizations. The results for the scalar
and tensor case are

Γ0þþ
γγ ¼ 16πα2

81

α20
mX

�
fψ
m2

ψ

�
4

; ð7aÞ

Γ2þþ
γγ ¼ 56πα2

1215

α22
mX

�
fψ
m2

ψ

�
4

: ð7bÞ

The couplings αJ can be extracted from the partial width
of the Xð6900Þ in di-J=ψ . Since the corresponding branch-
ing ratio is yet unknown, we will keep it general, bearing in
mind that it is likely that this channel will dominate the total
width [19]. For the scalar and tensor cases one gets,
respectively

BψΓX ¼ α20p
16πm2

X

�
3 −

m2
X

m2
ψ
þ 1

4

m4
X

m4
ψ

�
; ð8aÞ

and

BψΓX ¼ α22p
16πm2

X

�
7

15
þ 1

10

m2
X

m2
ψ
þ 1

120

m4
X

m4
ψ

�
; ð8bÞ

where Bψ is the branching ratio of the di-J=ψ final state,
and p ¼ λ1=2ðm2

X;m
2
ψ ; m2

ψ Þ=ð2mXÞ the decay momentum,
with λ the Källén function.
In Table II we report the partial widths in two photons

and the corresponding cross sections for production in
UPCs as obtained from the STARlight code [50]. In Fig. 2 we
report the momentum distributions of the two J=ψ’s
produced by the decay of the Xð6900Þ. We apply the

TABLE II. Partial widths in two photons and corresponding
production cross sections in UPCs for the Xð6900Þ, obtained forffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 5.5 TeV and normalized by the di-J=ψ braching ratio.
The latter is unknown, but expected to be close to one.

State, JPC Γγγ=Bψ (eV) σðPbPb → PbPbXÞ=Bψ (nb)

Xð6900Þ, 0þþ ∼104 ∼282
Xð6900Þ, 2þþ ∼86 ∼1165

TABLE I. Electronic widths as taken from particle data group
[52] and the decay constants extracted from them. The results are
consistent with what was found in [53,54].

ρ ω J=ψ

Γee (GeV) ≃7.0 × 10−6 ≃6.4 × 10−7 ≃5.5 × 10−6

fV (GeV2) ≃0.16 ≃0.17 ≃1.3

FIG. 1. Decay of the state X into γγ via two vectors.

2The sum over spin-2 polarizations is given by [54,55]P
pol πμνðkÞπρσðkÞ ¼ 1

2
PμρPνσ þ 1

2
PμσPνρ − 1

3
PμνPρσ , with

Pμν ¼ −ημν þ kμkν=m2 and k2 ¼ m2.
3For the scalar case, we checked that including the β0

coefficient and letting it vary around its natural value,
β0 ∼ 1=mX, does not change the order of magnitude estimates
of Table II.

4In [40] the partial width of the Xð6900Þ in two photons is
taken to be the same as the χcJ quarkonium with the same
quantum numbers. This underlines the somewhat strong
assumption that the short distance dynamics of the two states
is the same, which is not guaranteed. Here we take a more
conservative approach and keep the branching ratio unspecified.
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pseudorapidity cuts corresponding to the LHCb and
ALICE acceptances. As one can see, both experiments
should be sensitive to energetic final states.

C. Production of scalar and tensor cc̄qq̄ states

Contrary to the Xð6900Þ, the scalar and tensor states of
the cc̄qq̄ multiplet are yet to be observed. The diquarko-
nium model predicts two JPC ¼ 0þþ states, dubbed X0

and X0
0, and with masses around m0 ≃ 3770 MeV and

m00 ≃ 4000 MeV, respectively [27]. It also predicts one
2þþ state, dubbed X2, and is degenerate with the X0

0,
m2 ≃ 4000 MeV. They all have the right quantum numbers
to be produced via photon-photon fusion in UPCs.
As for the Xð3872Þ, the states above can in principle

decay into both J=ψρ and J=ψω. Indeed, the isospin
breaking mechanism for tetraquarks holds regardless of
the mass splitting in the multiplet [58]. We therefore
assume that the scalars and tensor share the same isospin
breaking pattern as the Xð3872Þ. In terms of the spins of the
cc̄ and qq̄ pairs, one has [27]

jX0i ¼
1

2
j0cc̄; 0qq̄i0 þ

ffiffiffi
3

p

2
j1cc̄; 1qq̄i0; ð9aÞ

jX0
0i ¼

ffiffiffi
3

p

2
j0cc̄; 0qq̄i0 −

1

2
j1cc̄; 1qq̄i0; ð9bÞ

jX1i≡ jXð3872Þi ¼ j1cc̄; 1qq̄i1; ð9cÞ

jX2i ¼ j1cc̄; 1qq̄i2; ð9dÞ

where jJcc̄; Jqq̄iJ is a state with spin Jq1q̄2 for the quark-
antiquark pairs and total spin J. Considering again the

matrix elements in Eqs. (6) under the minimal model,5 one
can relate their couplings to that of the Xð3872Þ. The exact
relations between the couplings to J=ψV (V ¼ ρ, ω) of the
X0, X0

0, X2, and Xð3872Þ depend on the dynamics of
the multiplet. Since this level of precision is unnecessary
for the scope of this work, and referring to them respec-
tively as α0;V , α00;V , α2;V , and α1;V , we expect

α1;V
m1

∼
α0;V
m0

∼
α00;V
m00

∼
α2;V
m2

; ð10Þ

where m1 is the mass of the Xð3872Þ. The matrix element
for the Xð3872Þ → J=ψV decay can be written as [59]

hXð3872ÞjJ=ψVi ¼ α1;VðϵX × ϵJ=ψÞ · ϵV: ð11Þ
The couplings α1;ρ and α1;ω can be extracted from

the branching ratios BðXð3872Þ → J=ψππÞ ≃ 3.8% and
BðXð3872Þ → J=ψπππÞ ≃ 4.3% [52,54,60]. In particular,
the partial widths for these decays can be computed as

ΓðJ=ψfÞ¼BðV→fÞ
Z

smax

smin

ds
ΓV→fðsÞ
ΓV→fðm2

VÞ
BWðsÞΓðJ=ψVÞ:

ð12Þ

Here, f ¼ ππ or πππ, BðV → fÞ is the branching ratio for
the decay of the light vector into the final state f, and
ΓðJ=ψVÞ is the decay width of the Xð3872Þ into J=ψ and a
light vector of invariant mass s, as computed from Eq. (11).
Moreover, smax ¼ ðmX −mJ=ψÞ2, smin ¼ ð2mπÞ2 if V ¼ ρ

FIG. 2. Momentum distributions of the two J=ψ’s produced by the decay of the Xð6900Þ, for the pseudorapidity cuts corresponding to
the LHCb detector (left), the ALICE electron detector (center) and the ALICE muon detector (right). While for the ALICE electron
detector the two decay products are rather soft; the forward detectors should collect the energetic ones. The pseudorapidity cuts have
efficiencies of 21%, 8%, and 10%, respectively.

5In the case of the Xð3872Þ, it has been shown [59] that the
minimal model is able to reproduce the observed partial widths in
J=ψρ and J=ψω. The dynamics of the members of the same
multiplet will likely be similar, hence justifying restricting
oneself to the minimal model for the scalar and tensor states
as well.
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and ð3mπÞ2 if V ¼ ω, and ΓV→f are the decay rates reported
in Appendix. Using the Breit-Wigner width of the Xð3872Þ
as recently measured by LHCb, ΓX ¼ 1.39� 0.34 MeV
[46], one finds

α1;ρ ≃ 342 MeV; and α1;ω ≃ 1119 MeV: ð13Þ

Diagrams with an intermediate ρ and ω will now both
contribute coherently to the total width in two photons.
Starting again from Eqs. (6), one finds, for the scalars and
tensor mesons,

ΓXð0Þ
0

γγ ¼ πα2κ2ψf2ψ
m0ð0Þm

4
ψ

����
X

V¼ω;ρ

κVfVα0;V
m2

V − imVΓV

����
2

; ð14aÞ

ΓX2
γγ ¼ 7πα2κ2ψf2ψ

30m2m4
ψ

����
X

V¼ω;ρ

κVfVα2;V
m2

V − imVΓV

����
2

; ð14bÞ

with ΓV the width of the light vector. Putting everything
found so far together, one obtains the partial widths and
production cross sections in UPCs reported in Table III.
Due to the small widths of Xð3872Þ → J=ψV, the result-

ing production cross sections are smaller than that of the
Xð6900Þ. Nonetheless, they are still larger than that of the
Xð3872Þ as observed produced promptly in pp collisions
[61]. Moreover, the decay of the exotic in its final state is
dominated by the S-wave component just like for the
Xð6900Þ. For this reason, we expect similar distributions
as in Fig. 2.

III. CONCLUSION

We proposed to look for compact tetraquarks in UPCs. In
particular, we focus on those resonances whose observation
represents a clear indication of a compact tetraquark nature.
The first is the Xð6900Þ, recently discovered by LHCb

and having a ccc̄c̄ valence structure. Since there is no
known mechanism that can bind together two charmonia in
a loosely bound molecule, this state is likely compact. We
find that, due to its strong coupling to a di-J=ψ final state,
this resonance is expected to be produced copiously in
ultraperipheral collisions. Its study in this context would
allow to shed further light into its properties.
The other possible direction that would demonstrate the

existence of four-quark objects in short distance QCD is the

observation of a complete flavor-spin multiplet, very much
analogously to what happened for standard mesons and
baryons. In particular, beside the famous charged partners
of the Xð3872Þ, the missing pieces of the S-wave diquar-
konia are the scalar and tensor states. These too are
expected to be produced in ultraperipheral collisions, with
cross sections larger than the (large) prompt production
cross section of the Xð3872Þ in proton-proton collision.
UPCs are an ideal setup for different sorts of exotic

searches, and they could provide a key insight into a yet
unanswered question of strong interactions.
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APPENDIX: ρ → 2π AND ω → 3π

The process ρ → πþπ− is a P-wave decay. The matrix
element is given by

M ¼ Cρϵ
μ
ρðpþ − p−Þμ; ðA1Þ

where ϵμρ is the polarization vector of the ρ and pþð−Þ is the
four momentum of the πþð−Þ. For the decay rate in the rest
frame of the ρ, one finds

Γρ→2πðsÞ ∝
Z

1

−1
d cos θ

pffiffiffi
s

p
X
pol

jMj2; ðA2Þ

where s is the ρ invariant mass, θ is the angle between the ρ
quantization axis and the πþ direction of flight in the ρ rest
frame, and p ¼ λ1=2ðs;m2þ; m2

−Þ=2
ffiffiffi
s

p
with m0;� the pion

masses. Performing the integral, we have

Γρ→2πðsÞ ∝
p3ffiffiffi
s

p : ðA3Þ

In the decay ω → πþπ−π0, the pair πþπ− has an angular
momentum l ¼ 1 and a relative angular momentum l ¼ 1

with the π0. The matrix element for this process is given by

M ¼ CωεμνρσP
μ
ωϵνωp

ρ
þpσ

−; ðA4Þ

TABLE III. Partial widths in two photons and corresponding
production cross sections in UPCs for the scalar and tensor
elements of the Xð3872Þ multiplet. Again, the values are
computed for

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 5.5 TeV.

State, JPC Γγγ (eV) σðPbPb → PbPbXÞ (nb)
X0ð∼3770Þ, 0þþ ∼6.3 ∼185
X0
0ð∼4000Þ, 0þþ ∼6.7 ∼156

X2ð∼4000Þ, 2þþ ∼1.6 ∼187
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and for the decay rate one finds

Γω→3πðsÞ ∝
Z ð ffiffi

s
p

−m0Þ2

ðmþþm−Þ2
dσ

Z
1

−1
d cos θþ

ffiffiffi
σ

p
p

s

×
qffiffiffi
σ

p
X
pol

jMj2; ðA5Þ

where σ is the πþπ− invariant mass, s is the ω invariant
mass, and θþ is the angle between ω and πþ directions

of flight in the πþπ− rest frame. In addition, p ¼
λ1=2ðs;m2

0; σÞ=2
ffiffiffi
σ

p
and q ¼ λ1=2ðσ; m2þ; m2

−Þ=2
ffiffiffi
σ

p
.

Neglecting irrelevant constants which cancel in Eq. (12),
we find

Γω→3πðsÞ ∝
Z ð ffiffi

s
p

−m0Þ2

ðmþþm−Þ2
dσ

ð ffiffiffi
σ

p
pÞ3
s

q3ffiffiffi
σ

p : ðA6Þ
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